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This document shows an step-by-step example of how the Local Heritage Quick App methodology was applied to 
the Comic Book Route in Brussels.

About this document

The Local Heritage Quick App project provides a methodology 
and a set of tools for towns to promote their most precious 
assets, enabling citizens and institutions to launch new projects 
focused on local art, culture, history, nature, or whatever is 
engaging in a place.

https://pbest.eu/poi-quick-app/
https://pbest.eu/poi-quick-app/


• Objective:

> Something intuitive visitors and citizens can use

> Quick, simple and ready to use

> Multilingual

> Enriched by third-party data sources (Wikipedia, comic journals, etc.)

• Context

> What is Belgium famous for? Waffles, Chocolate, Beer, Comic books… 

> Brussels has an open data initiative

> We have Quick App templates

Brussels’ Comic Book Route: Since the early 90s, Brussels pays 
tribute to characters and authors of the Franco-Belgian comics on 
the walls in the city center

Background

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Brussels'_Comic_Book_Route#/media/File:Comic_Mural_Tintin,_Herg%C3%A9,_Brussels_(cropped).jpg

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Brussels'_Comic_Book_Route/media/File:Comic_Mural_Tintin,_Herg%C3%A9,_Brussels_(cropped).jpg
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Clone the open source project (basic git skills needed)



Structure of the code

Database and images, publicly accessible 
(also on the Web)

sample/ example to rename and reuse

schema.json JSON schema to validate the 
database once it’s updated.

data.json database



Structure of the code

Quick App source code (need to compile 
before run)

common/media, images,  resources

data.json local version of the database 
(it will be replaced in case the app finds a 
more recent update on the Web.



Structure of the code

i18n/ localization of the user interface



Structure of the code

pages/main components of the app



Structure of the code

manifest.json/ app metadata and setup
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Brussels Open Data provides a dataset

https://bruxellesdata.opendatasoft.com/explore/dataset/comic-book-route/table/

https://bruxellesdata.opendatasoft.com/explore/dataset/comic-book-route/table/


… in open format (CSV), by the way 😍

https://bruxellesdata.opendatasoft.com/explore/dataset/comic-book-route/table/

https://bruxellesdata.opendatasoft.com/explore/dataset/comic-book-route/table/


We need to refine the data

https://openrefine.org

Adaptation to our 
templates

Using own scripts or
Open Refine 😍

https://openrefine.org/


High-quality dataset with 64 Points of Interest

3 with no picture

All had name, 
and coordinates 👍



Data cleansing: split coordinate components



Data cleansing: split several authors



Original dataset properly formatted 

One author/column

Geo. coordinates 

Minor editorial changes



Okay… but…

Who is Billy the Cat?
…and Colman?
…and Desberg?

https://www.parcoursbd.brussels/en/fresques/billy-the-cat/

https://www.parcoursbd.brussels/en/fresques/billy-the-cat/


Looking for the semantics

Reconciliation of 
painting title to 
external semantic 
entities (Wikidata)

We could use official 
(trusted) endpoints



30” later, we have semantics in our spreadsheet

https://www.wikidata.org/wiki/Q863286

https://www.wikidata.org/wiki/Q863286


We can reconcile by a specific type

We are just focused on 
comic books, so we’ll 
be accurate.



Some perfect, and close matches 



Finally, 48 matches



We are speaking in terms of Linked Data (for almost humans)

https://www.wikidata.org/wiki/Q863286 https://www.wikidata.org/wiki/Special:EntityData/Q863286.ttl

https://www.wikidata.org/wiki/Q863286
https://www.wikidata.org/wiki/Special:EntityData/Q863286.ttl


Enrich the dataset with more information (thanks, KGs 😊)



Polish the dataset: unique identifiers for each row

Based on Wikidata IDs

For the rest we create it, 
based on author’s name 



Double check there are no duplicates

We use facets



Data ready to be exported to our templates



And we have the database of PoIs

data.json



Details of a Point of Interest (by default)

{
"id" : "Q863286",
"name" : "Billy the Cat",
"description" : "Comic book by Colman and Desberg in 2000",
"lat" : 50.8534930829,
"lon" : 4.34524297714,
"images" : [

"https://opendata.bruxelles.be/...",
"https://pbesteu.github.io/comics/bxl/images/001.jpg"],

"type" : "comic book",
"urls" : [ "https://www.comics.org/series/9582/"],
"freebase" : "/m/079ch0",
"wikimedia" : "Q863286"

}

Anyone can upload images to docs/ folder in the repository 
(they will be public) and link them from the data.json file.
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Project components and app execution

QUICK APP
GITHUB
Resources (database, images)

WEB SERVER
Web App for maps

(1) Fetch latest database

(2) Load PoIs locally

(4) Load web maps (from the web)

(3) Load images (from the web)

QUICK APP EXECUTION 

External image
http://...

Title, Description based on the database
Distance based on the current geolocation
Related resources (URLs)

Resource type (ad hoc taxonomy)

WebView (specific map server)

Share API

Web link to GitHub issues
(predefined labels for each project)

Local data.json
(by default)

Up-to-date
data.json

See more details about the GitHub configuration



How to update the database

Update the data.json in the repository

Increase the version number

"meta": {
"app_title": "BXL Comic Book Route",
"version": 1,
"updated": "2022-05-12",
"source_url": "https://pbesteu.github.io/comic-book-route/blx/data.json",

},

"pois": [
{
"id" : "Q863286",
"name" : "Billy the Cat",
"description" : "Comic book by Colman and Desberg in 2000",
"lat" : 50.8534930829,



The content of the project (info, database and images) are 
served as HTML using GitHub pages.

There is a custom action to publish the ./doc directory of 
the main repository into the gh-pages branch

GitHub is configured to serve the content of the root 
directory of the gh-pages (the last valid copy of the 
content in the repository). 

If the latest version of the database JSON is not valid, the 
deployment is halted.

Publication of content on GitHub pages

Push content
[main]

JSONs valid?
[main]

Push ./doc
[gh-pages]

Serve content
[gh-pages]

GitHub Settings > Pages



Validation of JSON files (continuous integration actions)

After every update, the new JSON files are validated against a JSON Schema

This prevents mistakes and corrupt databases causing failures in the app.

Wrong JSONs (deployment halted)

Valid JSONs 

name: Validate JSON data and config files
on: [push]
jobs:

validate-json-files:
runs-on: ubuntu-latest
steps:

- uses: actions/checkout@v3
- uses: vanekj/validate-json-action@v1.0.0

with:
schema: docs/schema.json
pattern: docs/*/**/*.json



If you cloned the project, you also have access to all the CI actions and configure 
these steps:

1. Create a gh-pages branch that will be used to publish the content. 

2. Create a personal token 

a) (Profile > Settings > Developer Settings > Personal access tokens)

b) Generate new token > Add a name + [no expiration] + check “repo” in the scope > 
Generate token

c) Copy the token generated in the clipboard

3. Create a secret with your token

a) Project’s Settings > (Security) Secrets > Actions

b) New repository secret with

Name:  ACCESS_TOKEN

Value: the token (in your clipboard)

4. You can verify that the CI Action works properly (Project’s Actions)  re-run the 
jobs with failure (after that, they must be in green)

5. In project’s Settings > Pages you can see the public URL of your site with the 
template of the documentation. 

Activate GitHub Pages
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Open the code in the Quick App IDE

https://developer.huawei.com/consumer/en/quickApp-ide

https://developer.huawei.com/consumer/en/quickApp-ide


manifest.json with the name and version of your app



Rewrite the app logo and the icon (also placeholder.jpg)



Customize the app with your descriptions and URLs



Paste the Points of Interest database you created



Internationalization: adapted to user’s locale

USER INTERFACE
User interface (UI) in different languages.
The community may help translate the UI (10' per 
language)

CONTENT (PoIs database)
Content can be in different languages 
For instance: German and English below

See more details about the setup
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Install the dependencies



Connect your device and run the first test



Quick App ready in less than one hour



A big thanks to Brussels Open Data

See the quick app: https://appgallery.huawei.com/app/C106421983

Reuse the project: https://github.com/pbesteu/comic-book-route-quick-app 

https://opendata.bruxelles.be/

Martin Alvarez
@espinr

https://opendata.bruxelles.be/
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1. Follow the recommendations (ratio aspect 
and size) for a homogenous look and feel

2. Rename the images in a meaningful way 
(using the identifier of the PoI)

How to add a new image?

Example: Chinese Astrolabe

3. Upload them to the ./images/ folder of your repository

Now these images are available at:
https://espinr.github.io/local-cultural-heritage/be/leuven/images/astrolabe.jpg
https://espinr.github.io/local-cultural-heritage/be/leuven/images/astrolabe_2.jpg ...

And can be used in the description of the PoIs

https://espinr.github.io/local-cultural-heritage/be/leuven/images/astrolabe.jpg
https://espinr.github.io/local-cultural-heritage/be/leuven/images/astrolabe_2.jpg


(1) Identify the coordinates (latitude, longitude)

> Probably your smartphone geolocates the image, just 
check the information of the picture

> Or, use a map tool to collect the coordinates

How to add a new PoI in the database

The Chinese Astrolabe is at 
(50.87499, 4.69995)

(2) Describe the point of interest in the data.json
file in the repository. Just add a new object at the 
end with these attributes:

At the top of the document, change the version



• Publishers don’t need to create another quick app release and 
upload it to AppGallery

> Just modify the database, upload pictures

• This process should be moderated by one of two experts for 
supervision, curation, and approval of the changes 
(configuration in GitHub).

In a few seconds, the PoI is accessible on the quick app


